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IDEAS FOR A TRINITY COLLAGE
NATURE'S JUSTICE
That beetle on the wall
May look monstrous to the gnat
But to me he's absurdly small! think I'll squash him flat.
See, now the gnat irks that amoeba,
But I think I'll let them be:
The latter may have sickened Queen of Sheba
As he floated in her tea.

*

*

*

RETROSPECTION
Sleep is silly
For
"The next sound you hear will be death . . ."
How doth the little busy spirit expire
As souls dipped in waters of the Nile
Are hung up to dry before the retreading;
"Please may I have another?"
This one negates its self
By believing in the arbiter."

* .*

*

WHEN SIGMUND REARS HIS UGLY HEAD
Pity the fool who knows naught of his significant
desires,
Who curls to a fetal posture, he thinks, because the
bed's too short, when he retires.
But worse is the man who consciously tries to avoid
Day and night, the pedestrian plight of being un,
consciously Freud.

THE VIEWS HEREIN THIS MUTATION
ARE NOT REALLY THIS PUBLICATION'S
(Or : I've Saved You The Trouble Of
Popping My Bubble)
This insufferable passion for fashion is utterly spin,
ach
To a near droll degree that only a fool would di,
minish.
Let us examine the richly worn fallacy of Pat,
Riotism,
Or the dubious rewards of plotting a schism:
Truly it seems that might might breed right
Or darkness which triumphs then become light.
But :finer logistics will cast a rare shadow,
A spectre of justice without much bravado,
A timid recluse,•of late almost dead,
Who'd laugh if you'd hear him and like what he
said.
Its valor be damned! be discreet in a storm,
Stay under the Popular Tree and conform.

*

*

*

FROM A SHLOPSHIRE LAD

·W ith Apologies 7'o N.o One
When I was none,and,twenty
I heard a Housman say,
"Give heart and soul and body
But not your airs away;
Give truth away and honour
But keep your poesy free."
But I was none,and,twenty,
No use to preach to me.
When I was none,and,twenty
I heard him say again,
"The tongue,in,cheek for others
Is better now and then;
I've pretty words a,plenty.
For a young one such as you."
And I am one,and,twenty,
And oh, 'twas true, 'twas true.
- By Ogden Plumb.

NEVER LEAVE WELL ENOUGH ALONE
By Raymond Loewy
Simon & Schuster, 1951.

IF you have ever been strapped to the front
coupling of a locomotive traveling ninety miles
per hour, testing smoke deflecting devices for high
speed steam e.ngines, you have an unusual occupation. If you have ever built an automobile of your
own design, and for your own use, in a period of
two weeks, you have an unusual income. But if
you have done both of these things, and have also
molded the advertising polic:;y and physical appearance of the products of such companies as Coca·
Cola, Lucky Strike, Studebaker, Birds Eye, Pennsylvania Railroad, and Gimbel's department store,
your name is Raymond Loewy, industrial designer
and author of Never Leave Well Enough Alone.
Mr. Loewy is one of the outstanding industrial
designers of all time. He has improved the appearance and efficiency of almost every copceivable
manufactured article, from lipsticks to locomotives.
He was born in France in 1893, and lived there for
twenty-six years. Starting as a private, at the outbreak of the First World War, he worked his way
up to a captaincy in the French Army by 1918, and
the following year he came to the United States as
a fashion illustrator for Vogue. A few years later
his reputation in this country was made with his
revolutionary design of a functional refrigerating
unit. When he is not traveling on a train, plane,
or boat (probably of his own design) he resides in a
dream house in the California desert, a modern penthouse in New York, and three homes in France, including a red-tiled villa at Saint-Tropez.
The book, like the man, is unique. It is not only
a different shape from other books (square instead
of rectangular) its structure, make-up and content are radical in design. It is not an autobiography, but rather the personal record of the author.
As he modestly puts it:
"This book is the story of a young man who came
to America to make a living, and simply happened
to do so in a profession which he helped to create.
It does not pretend to be anything else."
Among the author's acknowledgments are indebtedness to: ( 1) The Atlantic Ocean, which forced
Vol. VI, No. 3
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him to remain in his cabin, where he composed the
fust sixty-two pages of the book. (2) his secretary,
"Whose well-timed loss of a particularly boring
chapter in a New York taxicab led to its complete
elimination . . ." (3) the makers of ball point
pens, to whom he extends the thanks of the dry
cleaning industry, and (4) Ella (his cook) "Who
reduced the printing cost of this book by conveniently dropping a saucerful of Hollandaise on a batch of
illustrations . . .".
Judging from the printed word, Raymond Loewy
has led an amazing life. Since early childhood
everything he touched has turned to a more functional and more pleasing form . When he was
eleven, he became interested in the pew sport of
aviation. Airplanes, he thought, were fascinating,
but he resented their ungainly appearance. For this
reason he built himself a streamlined gasoline model,
and began flying it on his school playground Saturday afternoons. The attention his successful plane
drew from children and adults led to the wholesale
manufacture of the models by Raymond, who formed
his own corporation. In a lecture series, which he
began to promote sales of his new product, hundreds
of Frenchmen came and listened to the eleven-yearold youth explain his invention. The climax of
each meeting was a demonstration flight in which
the plane would take off from the stage, complete a
U-shaped circuit out over the audience, and return
to the lecturer's hand. Unfortunately, this first business venture was cut short by his parents, who made
him sell the corporation and return to his studies.
Amazing? Yes-for the average child, but only the
fust of an almost endless number of unusual accomplishments by the unusual designer.
At thirteen, young Loewy's sense of values was
considerably shaken. Until this time he had felt
that there were only two really important things in
life. One was chemistry, the other locomotives.
He was returning home from school one vacation,
and rode in a railroad compartment with an attractive young mother and her small child. As the
journey progressed, he found his trigonometry lesson
1

was becoming less and less interesting and his eyes
continued to be drawn to the young mother, who
seemed to be returning his glances. As the train
neared his destination the young woman left the
side of her dozing child, sat down beside him, and
imprinted a kiss on his lips.
"An engineer might best describe it," says Loewy,
"as a kiss of helicoidal characteristics with accelerating progression in depth." He stood bewildered
on the platform as the train pulled away, trying to
understand this new experience, and its relation to
his previous standards of bliss.
"What about the red Mercides? The PLM engines? It all sounded so pale and far away . . . I
felt a sense of guilt, for I knew I was going to
sell locomotives short."
When Loewy came to the United States he spent
his first few years struggling with the English language, conservative fashion editors, and adjustment
to life in New York City. His first real break came
in 192 7 when Horace Saks asked him to make his
new store, on Fifth Avenue, the last word in store
design. It was. Loewy developed a new phil060phy of salesmanship, including a new treat-elevator
operators-uniforms; the first in existence. Soon
department store elevators all over the country were
to be dressed in similar costumes.
After Saks, Loewy and his new partners, Messrs.
Snaith, Barnhart, Breen, and Mrs. Bienfaith, took
on Gimbel's and Bonwit-Teller.
At this section of the book the spotlight shifts to
the author's private life, including a rundown on his
educational progress and domestic achievements.
It seems that any interesting or amusing e.vent which
popped into his head was immediately put into
words, regardless of chronological occurrence. And
yet these unrelated happenings do not confuse the
reader ; they seem bound together by some invisible
thread, a structural phenomenon throughout the
book. Included in the section are favorite cartoons,
cooking recipes, and jokes. When these are off his
chest, Loewy goes on to explain some of the difficulties of his profession, including the many quacks
that come into his office with ideas of manufacturing such articles as garlic flavored toothpaste, and
party noisemakers equipped with silencers, for people who live in apartment houses.
To explain how his business operates, the author
has a chapter entitled "The National Widget Com-
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pany, m which he explains the renovation of an
entire business by his firm. The object is, of course,
to make this company's widgets more attractive, less
expensive, and easier to distribute than any other
widgets on the market. To complete such an operation the client must engage Loewy for at least two
years, so that he will not give help to another widget
producer then or in the future . At present, Loewy's
firm is on the payroll of about forty such companies
and corporations.
"Our design fees," says Loewy, " vary according
to the difficulty of the problem. We take on design
jobs for as little as $500 or as much as $300,000.
If the unit to be redesigned is a big thing- for instance a tractor- there are so many obvious things
one can do to make it better looking that a relatively .
low fee is in order. But if we were to redesign a
sewing needle, I'd charge $100,000. After all, it
isn't simple to improve a needle. It's like the perfect functional shape of an egg."
Case histories are next dealt with by the author.
They include illustrations of the services performed
for International Harvester, Studebaker, Frigidaire,
Singer Vacuum cleaners, and Hallicrafters shortwave radio set. The remaining part of the book
gives the reader the Loewy eye-view of what the
American people can expect from industrial designers in the future. He foresees less sleep for the
members of his profession, as industrial design creeps
into all forms of modern life. First on his list
would be redesigning the week to alter this situation,
and after that he'd like to take a crack at the G.O.P.
Never Leave Well Enough Alone is packed with
interest from its magnetic title to the final period on
the last page. It is a book which may be nibbled
at, read through in an evening, or slowly digested
in a week with equal enjoyment. It is permeated
with keen wit, interesting facts, and unusual presentation. The only incredible element in the story
is the complete lack of any obstacles in the way of
the author's success. Once in a great while some
minor problem is brought to light, but it never has
a chance against the invincible Mr. Loewy. Whether this is an extension of the author's easy-going
philosophy, or an intentional omission is hard to
determine. In any case, it iS not particularly disturbing since the book as a whole is so unusual.
- W. W. Faull{ner.
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CATHOLIC OR PROTESTANT?
Editor's N.ote: 'Time published an article in the
March 26th issue (1951) describing the work of the
National Council of Churches of Christ in the
U .S.A., and telling about the president of this body,
the Most Reverend Henry Knox Sherrill who is also
the Presiding Bishop of the Episcopal Church. The
comments 'Time directed toward the seemingly ap-

A

S a person planning to study for Holy Orders
in the church which 'Time describes as being in a particularly"interesting condition," I was
naturally aroused by the article which they published called "The 6hurch and the Churches";
mainly because I would agree with 'Time that the
condition is interesting, if not sad. I would not
attempt to defend the Episcopal Church from the
charge that "It is Protestant or Catholic, depending
on which of its members you are talking to." It
is even true that some of its clergy are embarrassed
by the Creed, and others say Mass every day "with
all the liturgy and ritual of a Roman Catholic
Church." However it is not these things which
have drawn me from another church to the Episcopal Church and its ministry; at least not directly.
It is because it believes, as is stated in its Creed,
in "The holy Catholic Church," and because it is
protestant. As contradictory as such a statement
may seem to most people, the understanding of this
concept is ultimately the only solution to the problem of disunity which is witnessed in the Christian
Church today. The one Church must be Catholic
because the Holy Catholic Church is the one, the
only Church, ordained by Christ to carry on His
teachings and to administer His sacraments. It
must be protestant, as it has been since its beginning, because only then can it prevent the common
weaknesses of men from crippling its truth and
honesty.
But both the word Catholic and protestant have
become ~o changed from their original meanings
that we cannot use them intelligently unless we
understand what has changed them so drastically.
When the early Christians wrote the Apostles'
Creed the word Catholic had only one meaning to
them: universal." This then, was their way of
saying, "I believe in the whole Christian Church."
But by the time the Church's second creed was ~ritVol. VI, No.3

parent disunity within the Episcopal Church aroused
the author of the following article to explain his
views on 'Time's article. The analysis he makes
still presents an interesting side of the most important problem facing the Christian Church today,
although it was originally written as a letter to
'Time over a year ago.

ten (the Nicene Creed, in 325 A.D.) a Christian
who remained true to the original Faith could no
longer unreservedly say, "I believe in the whole
Christian Church." By that time there were Christian churches that had misinterpreted the original
Faith and could no longer deserve the name Catholic. This prompted the Nicene Creed to elaborate:
"I believe one Catholic and Apostolic Church." So
that is how the word Catholic became synonomous
with what is the original Faith of the Christian
Church.
But the Church was to undergo another change
that would bring another meaning to our word
Catholic. Not all the misinterpretation was taking
place in the churches which had left the Catholic
Faith; it was happening within as well; particularly
in the part of the Church under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Rome. Not only did he place
arrogant claim.S iipon his own people, but he even
attempted to gain control of all the rest of the
Catholic Church. He. called himself "pope," and
claimed direct successorship to the apostle Peter to
whom Christ had said, "thou art Peter; and upon
this rock I will build my church." This he claimed
in ~pite of the fact that Christian scholars have
found every reason to doubt that Peter was ever in
Rome, let alone that he called himself "pope." It
is to be expected that such a church would attempt
to claim· that it was the only true branch of the holy
Catholic Church. And this is how people have
been misled into believing that "Catholic" refers
only to the faith of the Church of Rome. Indeed
something quite different from the original use of
the word!
And so the Catholic Church was no longer one.
The first g~eat division was in 1054 when the easter~ churches and the western churches broke away
from each other. Still another division occurred in
1534 when the Church in Rome severed its Com3

munion with the Church in England. (There have
been others more recent, although less prominent.)
And through this process we discover the meaning
of the second crucial word: "protestant." The
Church in Rome was obviously a bad influence over
the rest of the Catholic Church (as the "dark ages"
painfully witness), for in its lust for jurisdiction
over the rest of the Catholic Church it sacrificed
truth and honesty for power and control. It is easy
to understand why the rest of the Catholic Church
protested.
This then is the first and most authentic meaning
of the word protestant: that influence in the Catho·
lie Church which since the beginning of the Church
has strived to maintain Christ's true religion through
a constant process of reforming the corrupt prac·
tices which grow up from time to time within the
Church. It is the sin of the whole Church that a
deceased limb of its body could become so powerful
as to necessitate amputation. It has caused the dis·
unity we have today in the Catholic Church, which
Christ ordained as one. It points out the need for
a protestant character which serves to purify, but
not to divide.
But just as the word Catholic has received unde·
sirable meanings so has the word protestant. All
the parts of the Christian Church which protested
against the corrupt practices of the Church of Rome
did not remain in the Catholic Faith. Their lead·
ers had intended not to change the Faith as taught
from the beginning of the Church; only to cleanse
it of the impurities which had been caused by the
Roman Church. The people however did not all
understand this. They misinterpreted the reforma·
tion to be a protest against the Catholic Faith, in·
stead of the Roman Church. As a result they dis·
carded many principles of the Faith. Out of this
unfortunate development came the popular meaning
of the word as it is used today: anti-Catholic. Out
of this misunderstanding has come our present Chris·
tian chaos.
It is true that the Episcopal Church has not dis·
carded the original meanings of being both Catho·
lie and protestant. Still, it has not done an excep·

tionally good job in maintaining these concepts. Not
when some of its clergy would make the mistake of
saying, "The Most Rev. Henry Knox Sherrill is not
'the No. 1 Protestant Churchman in the U . S.'," as
Father Lessing has done in his letter to the editor.
It is appalling to discover that some of its clergy are
embarrassed by the Creed because they mistake the
belief in the Catholic Church to be in contradiction
to the protestant teachings of their church, and that
others mis·associate the same Catholic teachings of
the same Church with those of the Roman Catholic
Church, so as to carry on practices not unlike the
Church of Rome- which in reality the Episcopal
Church has rejected. Yes, I can agree that such
a church is in an interesting. condition, a sad condi·
tion too.
I am not an Episcopalian, then, merely because I
believe in the Episcopal Church as sufficient in
itself, but because through it is preserved the orig·
inal Faith of Christ called Catholic, and the re·
forming characteristic called protestant which allows
the Church to be purified. If the Episcopal Church
can awake to the importance of such a qualification,
and can re-evaluate itself under the implications of
what it means to be Catholic and protestant, then,
and only then can it justify its position as a leader
in the movement of re-uniting the Church. Not
only could it re-unite all of protestantism into the
Catholic Church, but also all of the Catholic
Church, including the Church of Rome, into the
original Christian Church which deserves to be
called one Holy Catholic Church.
A truly Catholic Church must be protestant, and
a truly protestant church must be Catholic. The
Protestant Episcopal Church in the U.S.A. is, and
must recognize itself as both of these ; not just part
Catholic or protestant according to whom you hap·
pen to be talking, but ALL CATHOLIC AND
ALL PROTESTANT. They have much to do be·
fore they can deserve those qualifications that can
play the instrumental role in the churches becoming
the Church. The caption under Bishop Sherrill's
portrait on the cover of 'Time seemed most appropriate: "Onward Christian Soldiers, little by little."

MEMORABILIA
"Into each life some rain must fall ;
But why this overshadowing pall?Today I got no mail at all!"

-W. P. 'Thoma.
4
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SETTLED DUST
Graham Sherwood Giese

T

HAT afternoon the soldiers talked about the
dust and the man who had run away. About
the thick dry Georgia dust which covered everything that August. They breathed dust, ate dust,
and thought dust. That and the other thing- a fellow named Lawrence who had beaten up an M.P.
sergeant and gone A.W.O.L., or something like
that. No one knew exactly what had happened.
They had all heard rumors, but it was hard to tell
what the facts were.
A group of M.P.'s stood in front of one of the
barracks, moving restlessly as if trying to catch a
breath of air free from the oppressive odor of sweat
and dust.
"Well, it ain't right anyhow havin' a man like
that in the army," said a slender blond man, a career soldier, bracing his arms against the building.
· "The army needs soldiers; men who can take commands and give 'em either. Not this riff-raff that
don't give a damn or ... "
"We didn't all come here because we wanted to,"
said another soldier, somewhat bitterly.
"He was a strange guy, though," remarked a third
man, who had just seated himself on a step. "Real
moody and sensitive and all. Liked to be alone all
the time."
"Like I say," the career soldier said, "it ain't
easy to make an army outa bums like that."
"I wish to hell you'd stop trying to make a perfect army," said the second soldier. "You've just
about . .. "
A jeep stopped by the group and became enveloped in its tail of dust. When it cleared, the
men saw Sergeant Howell standing before them, an
automatic hanging loosely at his flank. He was a
powerful-looking man with thick black hair, which
grew deep into his forehead. His square face was
badly bruised. A white bandage covered the side
of his face from above his eye down to his cheekbone. He had been decorated for valor during the
war; he was a first lieutenant then. They took his
rank away because he killed a man when he did not
have to. He had seen too much war.
"All right, you men, get your gear and meet at
Vol. VI, No. 3

the main gate in ten minutes," he said, shifting his
gaze acroS.s the group.
"What happened, Sergeant?" asked the man who
had been sitting on the step.
"Well, this morning I met this bastard Lawrence
going into town without a pass. He didn't seem to
care a damn for regulations so I asked him why he
was in the army. He said it was because he didn't
have any choice, and I explained that he was here
to fight for freedom, independence, and equality."
Two of the soldiers chuckled. "Well, then the
bastard started swearing and said it was all a lot of
crap. Me, the army, and this free country. The
guy got mad as hell and started jumping around ; he
really went nuts. I tried to shut him up, but he hit
me with something and knocked me cold. Then he
must have kicked me around and taken off. Now
we're going to get his tail. Ten minutes."
His face had become flushed and his eyes narrowed as he spoke. He turned and stepped up into
the jeep. "Yeah, we'll get him," he said in a low
voice. 'Til get him; I'll get him good."
The jeep moved off and raised a cloud of dust.
It was a long time in settling.

*

*

*

The heavy, sulphurous odor of decay and death
hung over the swamp, but the hot, stagnant water
gave ample life to the insects and reeds. Frogs sat
waiting for the insects on clumps of earth from
which small bushes grew. They slipped quietly into
the water as the man approached. He was a broadshouldered young man with an expansive, slightly
pushed-in face and curly brown hair. His khaki
uniform was soaked with sweat, and he was talking
to. himself as if he needed to get something straight
in his mind.
"God, things get worse all the time. Just when
it begins to look bright something happens to make
it worse than before. They never give you a
chance."
His foot sank deep in the mud, and he momentarily lost his balance. He caught hold of a bush,
steadied himself, and continued walking.
"It was good though, before. Before th' war,
5

before Bridgeport an' those God damn cardboard
houses. Before Mom died an' the ole man started
drinkin' and sayin' he coulda done summin', he
coulda done summin'. Before I stopped goin' ta
school regular to work, an' flunked th' eighth grade
an' th' kids stopped pretendin' to lik.e me. 'Those
worthless little bastards from th' ivory-covered cottages,' th' ole man called 'em."
His sleeve caught on a branch of a cypress tree.
He turned and jerked it free .
"Christ, it's hot."
He leaned against the trunk of the tree and closed
his eyes. When he opened them again he saw a
cabin in the distance, and he started walking towards it.
"Yeah, Christ, things looked good for a while
there. A good job-a good mechanic. Then this
damn army catches me. And that son-of-a-bitch of
a sergeant pushin' me around. Christ, I shouldn't
have hit him, though."

*

*

*

The smiJ.ll gray cabin stood at the top of a mosscovered hill at the end of the marsh. The marsh
water flowed together there and ran out in a shallow
stream between sloping banks towards the river.
Harry climbed the hill slowly. Swamp mud
clung to his shoes and his trousers up past the
knees, and he breathed heavily.
Behind the cabin he saw an old white-haired
Negro with stooped shoulders sitting on a stump
and carving a sliver of cedar wood.
"Could you spare me a bite to eat?" asked Harry,
hesitantly. "I will pay you."
The old Negro looked up slowly. He studied
Harry for a minute and said, "Does you come from
the army camp?" Without waiting for an answer
he went on. "You oughta took that road down
there," he said, motioning with his arm towards a
dirt road winding through the pine trees to the
west. "It's easier than walkin' through the swamp."
"I don't want no questions, old man," said Harry,
harshly, "just some food . I'll pay you good."
"Don't anger, young fella," said the Negro kindly, his ancient brown eyes gleaming with an understanding that is past all knowledge. "I ain't got no
use fo' curiosity any mo,' or yo' money neither.
Ma name's Sam. Come on in de house an' I'll see
what I can get fo' yo'."
The single-roomed cabin was stuffed with Sam's
belongings. On one side was a large, rectangular,
cast-iron stove with a stack of wood lying in front of
it, and on the opposite side was a brass bed. A
6

much-worn rug lay on the floor in the center of the
room. Two of the three wooden chairs and the
small table were covered with cooking utensils
and clothing. There was no ceiling other than the
roof, and the walls were bare and dirty.
As Sam was cooking dinner, the sun, then nearing the hori4on, was blocked out by heavy squall
clouds, and before the men had finished eating the
heavy, still air began to ring with the sound of big
drops of rain falling on the roof. An instant later
a strong wind screamed through the pine trees. The
air was suddenly fresh and clear.
Harry watched the rain streaming down the window for a long time and finally, without looking
away, said, "You know, Sam, these rain drops are a
lot like people. When they hit th' window most of
'em never stay still long. The wind shoves 'em
into each other and they get big and move down and
pick up more and finally form a little stream. They
most all move into one stream or another. But
there's some that it don't seem can move at all.
They get bigger and bigger, and when the wind
blows hard they finally just seem to blow apart and
there ain't nothin' left of 'em at all." He was silent
for a moment and then continued. "They're like
me. I'm always bein' pushed around one way or
another, but I don't ever go anywhere, I just keep
hatin' more and more everybody that's shovin' me.
Yeah, I'm runnin' away from th' army now, but I'll
go back because I know those bastards will get me
anyhow. They got me right now ; I can't get away.
They talk about fightin' for freedom . Hell, I'd be
glad to fight for freedom if somebody would just tell
me how."
The old Negro looked at Harry and said, "Yo'
cain't fight fo' freedom, boy. Nobody cain't never
fight fo' freedom. 'Cause freedom's good and fightin' ain't, an' good_never comes from somethin' evil."
"You've got to fight sometimes," said Harty.
"Sometimes it's the best thing to do."
"Sho 'nuff, yo' can fight against somin' bad an'
beat it, but yo' cain't never get nuthin' good by
fightin'."
"Then how do you figure you get somethin' good
like freedom?" asked Harry. "It don't just fall out
of the clouds."
"Yo' don't have to get nothin' good," said Sam,
"'cause good already is. If yo' wants good, live
good. Ma paw was a free man. Some white folks
once burned his house to th' groun' an' killed his
wife and chil'en. But he went out an' married
again and raised another fam'ly an' he was free."
The storm had passed, and the moon, the first
night on the wane, sent a flood of dull orange light
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through the broken clouds in the east and across
the still swamp.
Harry stood in the doorway and looked out into
the night. Then he turned towards the old Negro
and said, 'Tm going back now Sam. Thanks for
the dinner. Maybe what you say is right, but it
ain't my way, or anybody else's, either."
"Goodbye boy," said Sam. He watched Harry
move down the hill towards the road in the pines
for a moment and then began to clear the plates
from the table.

*

*

*

The M .P.'s who formed the search party had tried
to shelter themselves from the rain under the pine
trees, but the pines had afforded little protection
from the hard driving showers. Now that the rain
had passed, they walked briskly, longing for the
warmth they had cursed only an hour before.
Sergeant Howell saw the cabin door open and a

figure emerge into the night. He told the others
that he was going to check the Old Nigger's cabin
and turned off the road. After walking for a few
minutes, he heard Harry making his way through
the trees, and ran towards him. Harry turned and
said, "I want to give myself up."
"You're damn right you do," yelled the sergeant. He threw his fist at Harry's face, and Harry
gave out a yell of astonishment and collapsed. 'Tve
got you, you filthy bastard," screamed the sergeant.
He jumped on Harry's body and beat him mercilessly. He was still pounding the body when the
others found him. They pulled him away and two
men stooped down to examine Harry. One of them
stood up and said slowly, "Jesus Christ, he killed

him."
They carried his .body back to the camp in the
jeep. They were all silent now. The dust had
settled. There was nothing to Sa.y.

"TO PEACE"

You are the sky on a summer day
The joy of spring-a child at play.
Yours. are the carols at Christmastide
And in you ourselves and dreams confide.
About you pleads a world of care
Hating and loving without you there;
It needs you always or else must die
Yet shuns your light and passes by.
We pray for you at times like these
Expecting God our whims to please,
When all the while within our hearts
Vain sins remain and love departs.

-M.F. S.
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ON CURING CATULLI WHEN YOUNG
G. Philip Lecrenier

A

S Catullus so frankly says in Ode V, 1.
Vivamus, mea Lesbia, ('Let us live, my
Lesbia'), . . ." Here I nod knowingly at the page
while a quivering pain tortures me because I have
but the slightest idea of just what Catullus is. (Lesbia is easily dismissed as a woman of no immediate
consequence.) I dread being asked point-blank to
identify the frank author, but I am able to comfort
myself with the hopeful knowledge that such a simple question will never be entertained by the instructor. Everyone knows who Catullus is,-it would
be absurd to think otherwise!
My chronic pain is torturing me so mercilessly
because in lectures and reading I have met references to Catullus before, several times in fact .
There exist in my mind a small host of unanswered
promptings about Catullus. Collected, these promptings form a growth which I call Catulli. It first
started to bother me after reading an article in Time
about Robert Frost. The article was entitled "The
Poky Poet," or "The Pawky Poet," or something
like that. Anyway, the article mentioned the fact
that Robert Frost often read Catullus. At the time
I planned to read all of Catullus (what is good
enough for Frost is good enough for me), but somehow the matter slipped and merely added nourishment to the growth Catulli. Then, from further
references, followed the cancer-like spread of my
disease.
Since misery loves company, I have reason to believe that many people suffer from the same sort of
illness, if not Catulli then Niobe-ism or Hume-onia.
My research may prove helpful to these fellow travelers. There are two basic reasons for the environmental condition which is conducive to much maladies, and they cover the whole scope of literary allusions.
The first reason is that despite the fact that the
reference may fairly be called common knowledge,
you may never have come across a character or
author of particular fact in a definitive sort of way.
An eminent professor of Greek was once startled to
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discover that potatoes grow underground. (Homer's folks always had white barley with their lambchops.)
'
A second reason is that today's average reader
never had time enough to read the works of yesteryear wherein fs a key to many of the allusions.
After all, our age realizes what a waste of time it
would be to read all that stuff. You may never
again meet half of the things you read in any form
whatsoever. Being practical, you content yourself
with the idea that you will look up a reference when
and if you meet it.
But here is where the remedy breaks down. For
if you are to check every allusion you encounter
(and as a struggling scholar you know they must be
fully understood), you will have difficulty in ever
finishing more than a few good books. Suppose, for
example, you start to read Hawthorne's "The Man
of Adamant" which is conveniently included in an
anthology. First, of course, you make a mental
note to read something about the author sometime;
the introduction mentions the biographies of Stewart and Van Doren. "Adamant" is an interesting
word; it comes from the Greek a-not + daman-to
subdue, and hence, after a fashion, means a hard
stone. Fine! You then course along rapidly to
page two where you run straight into paragraph :five
which is all about caves. Elijah was an early prophet of the Old Testament, so mention of his cave
at Horeb seems an easy hurdle. However, you realize that any answer you could volunteer on the
matter would rate about a low C in a literature
course, so you get out the Bible and track down
Elijah and trace his adventures with Jezebel, at
Zarephath, and finally spot him near the cave at
Horeb with the "still small voice." Back quickly to
Hawthorne where you take on Abraham's sepulchral
cave ("at Machpelah" the author kindly adds) . This
time you play it smart and look in a Concordance,
which brings you at once to the burial ground of
Sarah which Abraham bought for four hundred
shekels of silver. What is a shekel worth today?
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you wonder. Your monetary research prevents you
from ever reaching paragraph six.
This sort of rambling used to hinder your reading, but no more. You develop a policy of not
stopping for information until you are completely
through the material. And here is where Catulli
and Company gain their entrance, for you never
do get around to tracing down the allusions; you
feel you have not fully grasped the text; and any
later mention of the allusion causes the Catulli to
become worse.
The cure for this sort of trouble that I wish to
suggest involves stocking your shelves with preventative books such as Reader's Companions, mythol-

ogy digests, and general reference books which provide goad-enough answers for your questions without the lure of further intellectual adventure.
I used this cure more or less successfully on my
case of Catulli. I found out that Valerius Catullus
was one of the first Latin lyric poets; he died when
he was about thirty, around 54 B.C. He caught the
spirit of the times in all of its gay excitement. I
was almost trapped by the mention of an ill-fated
love, but I resisted further involvement somewhat
bravely. With this concise picture in my mind, I
could say to my Catulli: Fpr ever, brother, hail and
farewell. (In perpetuum, frater, ave atqu.e vale.
-Catullus, Ode Cl) .

"HUMILITY"

Onward through the stars
Past sun and moon and Mars
Telescopes are vain
For infinity to gain.
Watchers search the skies
And little they surmise
While shepherds tending sheep
Find peace and joy to keep.

0 the little things we know
The heavens overthrow
And pitiful we are
Who cannot peer so far.
Squinting eyes into the gloom
Until closed in the tombThen open wide and see all
No human frame to maul.

-M.F.S.
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CHRISTABEL
Stewart Woodruff

A

T the movies the other night, I saw a technicolor short on dogs which certainly proved
what a useful and versatile animal our best friend
is. In the relatively short time of twenty minutes,
furry huskies brought serum to ice-bound Eskimos,
sad-eyed St. Bernards wallowed through mountainous snqwdrifts· in search of Hiers with compound
fractures, and a sleek Doberman Pinscher sought out
the jugular vein of an escaped convict. On a more
frivolous level, the flop-eared beagle treed a raccoon;
and, in one amazing trained dog act, a Pekingese in
street clothes pushed along a baby carriage containing a child Chihuahua. A dog, it seemed, figured
in every phase of man's life at once time or another.
Dogs rounded up sheep with verve and intelligence,
dogs rescued drowning children, and patrolled our
country's beaches. When they aren't busy with all
thie- activity, they're winning blue ribbons in dog
shows, or romping with their masters.
If all these facts are true, then I'm afraid I'm a
little disappointed and disillusioned about a few of
my canine pals. Or else, I just don't know any as
heroic and romantic as the dogs in the movies.
Take my wife's dog, for example. I suppose she's
my dog as well, although at times I hesitate to claim
her for my own. Christabel, a black cocker, aged
four, is certainly friendly enough and of average intelligence, obviously devoted to her immediate family. She also minds quite well, especially if bribed
with food .
But somehow, I am vaguely sorry for Christabel;
and, at times, experience something akin to shame
for her. The most obvious and flagrant thing wrong
with Christabel is her figure . She is obese to a
dangerous degree. In fact, she is so obese that her
veterinarian has warned her that too much exercise
may shorten her life, due to the fatty tissues constricting her generous heart. At her age this is
indeed unfortunate, for my wife and I find she tires
easily after relatively short walks. She is ganie
enough, but we must be careful.
In all fairness to Christabel, however, let me say
that such unlovely corpulence is not entirely her
fault. When she was a puppy, her female organs
, were operated upon, rendering her sexless and incapable of bearing children. She has borne this
cross remarkably well, but it has taken its toll,
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nevertheless. With the loss of her sexual power, her
personality towards other dogs underwent a change,
becoming shy, introverted, and withdrawn. At
first, she would approach male dogs with playful
enthusiasm, eagerly seeking out their companionship
and attentions. But then, as they turned coolly
away, with a disdainful sniff, she was baffled and
hurt. She is now aware that the opposite sex will
have none of her, and will lower her head and attempt to cross the street when we meet one out walking. This is embarrassing to say the least.
All . this is unfortunate, but understandable, in a
female dog. But Christabel has disappointed me in
other less excusable ways. Returning home from
that exciting dog short, which was the cause of these
reflections, I tried to picture Christabel in a less prosaic, more heroic role - Christabel barking sharp
commands as we fled from our burning home, Chriatabel attacking some hulking burglar, Christabel
at Madison Square Garden, a famous celebrity. I
just couldn't do it, however.
She's so domesticated, so soft, that she can't even
eat raw meat. It must be cooked for her (medium
rare) or else she will push it away. During, bad
weather, sh~ has to be shoved outside and off the
back porch. Like humans, she has none of her ancestors' hardihood and derring do-it's been bred
right out of her.
Most dogs I have known turned in a close circle
several times before lying down, a throwback to prehistoric times when their forbears trampled down
the razor-sharp saw-grass. But not Christabel; she
just keels over on the spot, usually our bed, or a sofa
if no one's looking.
I've tried, unsuccessfully, to shame her into more
romantic and admiral;le behavior, but she doesn't
understand. When I try to teach her aggressiveness and spirit, she merely rolls over on her ample
back, and looks at me with languorous brown eyes.
We've tried changing her diet, but her sedentary
life keeps her weight constant, her personality fixed.
I've threatened her, cajoled, pleaded, but to no
avail.
Well, I have one idea left. That dog short is still
showing, and if I could get permission, I'd drive
her down to the movies to show her what a real dog
is like. The theater's only eight blocks away, but
she'd never make it on foot.
The Trinity
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THE AFFECTIONATE MULE
Patterson Keller

A

MAN was walking along a path that wound
down into a valley. He led a very white
nosed mule along behind him. The white face on
the m~le somewhat rerembled the beard-white face
of the man. And there is no reason why they
should not look alike for they had been living together for some time. This mule was the only person that the man trusted and I am certain that the
man was the only person that the mule trusted.
The path that these two people trod was only a
path, but showed the use of these two people for
perhaps several years. This path descended from a
plateau that overlooked the valley and presented
an excellent view of all the valley below. · Off one
corner of the plateau the rocks broke suddenly and
descended vertically to the river bank five hundred
feet below.

Once at ·the bottom . of the valley the man came
upon a: small mud-topped hut with no out-build. -ings of any kind. The mule and the man went in
the front door where immediately the mule was
relieved of his pack and taken in the back room.
The man then shaved as he always did after completing the fif~y-mile grub trip into town. After
shaving he combed his hair, looked in on the mule
and went to bed.
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Early morning came, the man got up and started
growing his next month's beard. He looked in on
the mule, gave him his breakfast and cooked some
flapjacks . for himself. When finished, he gathered
some pans, a shovel, an empty leather pouch, and
led his mule outside. The man noticed the fact that .
the mule did not eat all his breakfast-something
that had not happened in some time, but he went to
the river little thinking about it. As the man knelt
down by the river side he noticed that his knees did
not bend quite as easily as they had a year ago.
This made him smile, for he remembered that his
mule had not eaten all his breakfast. He dipped
the pan down into the silt of the river bottom and
began letting the lighter material wash out. If you
were not used to watching men do this thing, you
would see nothing so strange, but if you had a mule
and a pan that had grown old with you, your eyes
would see something quite different. Every time
the pan came up from the river bottom and swirled
around a few times, you would notice that it
was emptied into the leather pouch. If you had
grown old with the mule and the pan you would
think this the' logical thing to do. However, if you
had so grown old and you saw this sight your mouth
would turn dry and you would wonder how fast
you could reach the saddle holster on your horse.
This man even though he had grown old with ):>an
and mule did not seem to think it strange and went
very slowly and easily about his work. If you had
looked in on him at noon, you would see the pouch
about half full. The man despite his outward appearances was wondering why his mule was walking
around so much, and why his arms ached so, and
why his hat did not sit so comfortably on his head.
But he soon forgot there things and went on the
rest of the day managing to forget all but his work .
That night after he had eaten dinner he and the
mule went back up the path to the steep corner of
the plateau, sat down on the edge of the canyon and
vratched the sunset.
When the man got to again look like his mule
he knew it was time to go into town again and buy
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food . So after giving the mule an especially good
breakfast he set off on the fifty-mile trip into town.
He got into town very late that night, and so pitched
his small camp outside town. The next morning
he got up and went into the main store for flour,
corn meal, and salt pork. He paid for these things
with a small amount of gold tied up in a cloth. If
you ,had lived in this country you would expect a
man like this to argue with the store owner, and
then go about town looking for a grubstake. For
two years this man had been coming in for food and
been paying regularly. Such a thing should attract
attention. The man noticed that more eyes were
interested in him every time he came into town.
As these eyes followed him, his hat began to sit a
little wrong and the mule that · looked so much
like him began to be nervous.
With the new supplies the man headed out of
tt.wn, and arrived ' late at night at his hut. The
mule went in first and went to bed. The man
shaved, and no longer looking so much like the mule,
~ent to bed. In the morning he fed the mule and
went out to work the stream. In the evening he
noticed that the leather pouch was only half full
ilistead, and during the week after that, he watched
the bag get smaller and smaller. It didn't seem to
bother him, for he would smile at his mule, take
what gold he had and they would go together to
watch the sunset. Once or twice he noticed the hat
en his head become almost uncomfortable, and sometimes his knees would hardly bend. Always in the
morning he would be out at the river with an
empty pouch.
This man again went into town and noticed that
people were looking at him more and more. There·
were several people looking at him very carefully.
He started back home, and once clear of the people
the feeling inside would leave, and his hat would
again fit him. He put his mule in the hut, and then
!ltarted to shave. As he started to shave he looked
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in the mirror and behind him he saw the white face
of his mule and remembered the eyes of the people
that were watcping him in town. In the mirror he
saw his own face, laid down his razor and went. to
bed.
Morning came and found the man at ~ork as
always. His work was not rewarded as always now,
for at midday the bottom of the pouch was hardly
covered, and the man knew that one of the richest
river bottoms had finally run out. He had heard
of what other men had done with gold. He had
seen many of his friends ruined with just a little
gold. The day his brother nearly shot him for demanding his share of the mine they had worked, he
went away and mined his own way. The mule was
very nervous now and that strange feeling his hat
had when it did not fit came back to him. His
knees almost did not lift him up when he got up to
go into the hut. For some reason which he did not
know, he gave his mule a very large dinner that
night, and ate a cheese he had been saving for many
weeks. He took his pouch with the few grains of
dust and went up to watch the sunset.
As he moved up around the first' bend some other
men went into his hut and began searching. The
fury of their search continued as disappointed grunts
came from the cabin. ~oon they streamed out of
the cabin and headed up the path.
The gray faced man sat on the edge of the cliff,
at the feet of his gray faced mule. The men were
behind him watching what he did with the pouch.
When they saw what he was doing- the man on the
cliff smiled at the mule when he heard the breechblock of the Winchester slide into place. The bullet
smacked into his back and he slumped over dead.
The men rushed over to him and found the empty
leather pouch on the ground, cursed among themselves and left.
The gray faced mule alone stared with affectionate
dumbness at the gray faced man.
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THE GOD THAT FAILED
By
Arthur Koestler
Ignazio Silone
Richard Wright

1917-Russian Revolution-new society dawns
upon the earth-human suffering at an end-Utopia at last.
This was the reaction of many intellectuals to the
Russian Revolution. Since the time of ·the British
industrial revolution with its marked characteristics,
slums, child labor, etc., many felt that industrialism
and the capitalistic system were the cause of human
suffering. Thus a revolution with communist ideology seemed like the panacea for world ills. However, the years after the revolution proved disillusioning to its intellectual advocates. Some saw early
that their god had failed ; others were slow to renounce the faith.
The God That Failed is written by six ex-communists. It was written not to show present day
communists the error of their ways but to enlighten
the anti-communist. To effectively fight communism one must know in full detail its nature. In
this respect the average anti-communist had the advantage over the average anti-communist. Of the
six stories, the experiences of Arthur Koestler, famous author of Dark,.ness at N.oon, are the most
most valuable.
Koestler joined the Communist Party in December, 1931 and left it in the spring of 1938. His ·
decision, at the ag~ of twenty-six, ' to join th~ CP
was the result of psychological development whicl:t·
began in childhood. He was •the only child of a
comfortable middle class Hungarian familY: · In
1914, the Koestler family, like many other families
of the same economic status, suffered many ec&nomic set-backs. In the post-war inflation; ·the
Koestlers lost their remaining capital. Thus, 1914
marked the embryology of a social conscience in
young Arthur.
A precocious child, he realized that when his
father brought him books and toys it meant a personal sacrifice. Arthur developed a guilt complex,
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Andre Gide
Louis Fischer
Stephen Spender

which manifested itself whenever he received his
father's gifts and when he came into contact with
the poor. As a result, he developed a strong dislike
for the rich. It wasn't until the late twenties that
Koestler's sense of social-economic inequality drew
him toward a political creed. This was the time
when, in his own words, "wheat was burned, fruit
artificially spoiled, and pigs were drowned to keep
prices up and enable fat capitalists to chant to the
sound of harps, while Europe trembled under the
torn bOots of hungry marchers."
In 1931, Koestler was ripe for communist ideology. He joined the party in December. At this
time, he was working for the Ullstein publication,
the largest newspaper chain in the world. Although
Koestler was science editor, the CP told him that he
would be valuable in his post, since he would come
into contact with many important political figures .
Koestler had the biggest ears of any science editor
and reported to the party over-heard political conversations. It was during this period that he experienced ;piritual happiness. At last, he was helping
. tci . et~dicate the inequality he abhorred. Finally,
the Ullsteins· ~gan to suspect Koestler and, without
stating. th~ ·actual reason, fired him. Still burning
with tlie desire to help, he joined a CP cell. It
w~ here that the seeds of Koestler's political schism
from the party were sown.
A .typic(l.l cell meeting starts with a political lecture Stating the latest party line. A fundamental
' rute of the CP is that, once the party line is stated,
a,ny criticism of said line is considered "deviationist sabotage." Theoretically, discussion is permitted
before the setting of policy, but since all decisions
are dogmatically handed down from above without
the opinions of the rank and file, the latter is deprived of any influence on policy. After the lecture, the members of the cell arise to praise the
policy. Invariably praise; never criticism. One
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would think that a man, such as Koestler, who possesses a keen analytical mind would find it impossible
to unquestionably accept dogma. Perhaps this paradox can be understood when one realizes that
Koestler wanted to believe, as one wants to believe
that religion will bring the millennium, that the CP
will bring about the end of the dialectical spiral.
Even though Koestler tried to believe to the extent
of discarding the intellect, eventually he realized
that blind acceptance kills creativeness, kills thought,
kills humanism. · This realization was to evolve
slowly; it started with the communist cells.
In the summer of 1932, Koestler accepted an invitation from the International Organization of
Revolutionary Writers to tour the U.S.S.R . Now
the seed was to begin to grow.
Koestler's travels led him ti)rough the Ukraine
and across the Trariscaucasian Republics, across the
Caspian, through the central Asiatic republics, down
to Afgan frontier and back to Mo~ow. l(oestler
describes the ravages of the Ukrainian famine, ' the
Asiatic backwardness of life, the housing conditions
which make all industrial cities seem like one vast
slum. He tells of people dying of starvation on the
rations handed out by the co-operatives. This is all
told in retrospect. One reads with amazement the
fact that Koestler while he was in RUs.sia, and for
several years after, condoned these conditions. The
CP had provided him with shock absorbers.
· He asked the reason for the starvation of families;
he was told that the starving families were kulaks
who had resisted the collectivization of their land.
Koestler accepted this explanation; these were enemies of the people who preferred to starve rather
than to work. When. he visited the towns, he was
told that living standards were low but that under
the Tsarist regime they had been lower. Once
Koestler chanced to remark to a close friend that the
working classes in the capitalist countries were better off than those in the Soviet Union. His friend
replied with the stock CP phrase "static comparison."
His friend explained that one cannot speak comparatively of standards of living. For in capitalistic countries the standards are steadily descending, while in
RU8sia the standards are steadily ascending. He predicted that by the end of the second Five Year Plan
the standards would be equalized. Koestler not only
accepted physical starvation but also intellectual
starvation.
Koestler looked upon the strict governmental censorship of books, newspapers, art, etc., as a necessary part of revolutionary discipline. He was most
impressed with the position of the writer in the
U.S.S.R. A writer, as long as he conformed, was
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supported in upper lniddle class style by the Russian government. In comparison with many writers
in capitalist societies their Russian contemporaries
live in El Dorado. However, the price for paradise
was high; absolute conformity. Koestler didn't
realize the tragedy of art in Russia. It wasn't
until years later that he wrote, "Russia is ·indeed
the artist's Paradise-but alas a Paradise of forbidden trees guarded by peak-capped angles with flaming swords."

In the autumn of 1933, Koestler left Russia.
His faith was shaken but still standing on the foundation of inner rationalizations.- ·
In 1934, the Seventh Congress of the Comintern
formulated a completely new oommunist policy.
This policy had the. ·official appellation "Popular
Front for Peace Against Facism." The CP now
welcomed the support of anyone from socialist to
reactionary. The party denied ever advocating violent revolution and referred to themselves not as
communists but as honest fighters against facism
and defenders of democracy. Once again, Koestler
passionately defended and worked for the CP.
However, the spiritual happiness he experienced
in the early thirties was lost to him forever.
Ia July, 1936, Franco staged his coup d'etat.
Koestler, anxious to defend the Spanish republicans,
obtained the permission of the London 'N.ews Chronicle to enter Spain as their special correspondent.
Koestler was captured by the communists six months
after he became a correspondent with the republican
army. He spent four months in solitary confinement, convinced that he was going to be shot. The
seeds which were· sown in a communist party cell
came into maturity in a Spanish prison cell.
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His Spanish imprisonment removed Koestler from
all outside influences giving him a chance to think
objectively. In his cell, he reafued that the ends
did not justify the means, that charity and compas·
sion can not be written off as "bourgeois sentimen·
tality," but rather are factors in the differentiation
between man and animal, and finally that the in·
dividuality of man is supreme.
Koestler was freed, thanks to the efforts of the
British government, in 1937. He had intellectually
renounced communism. However, it wasn't until
two of his closest friends and his brother-in-law
were liquidated in one of the Kremlin's mass purges
that he emotionally rejected the ideology. In the
spring of 1938, Koestler officially left the Commu•
nist Party.
The experiences of the five other ex-communists
were basically the . same as Koestler's. All, except
Spender and Gide, came from the same economic
background, and early in life all acquired compas·
sion for the poor; hatred for the rich. They joined
or sympa~ed with the CP for the reason Koestler
did: to eradicate human suffering by abolishing in·
equality brought about by capitalism. Their subsequent disillusionment came about because of the
same factors that caused Koestler to lose faith. Rich-

ard Wright was the only exception. He joined be·
cause he thought the CP was the champion of
racial equality. Finally, Wright saw that the com·
munists were exploiting the Negro cause for propaganda use.
Silone, ten years after his renouncement of com·
munism, turned to socialism. He became the director
of the Foreign Center of the Italian Socialist Party.
The others, once they drank the elixir and found it
didn't cure all, never drank again.
The stories of the six ex-communists acquaint
the reader with the real principles and actual meth·
ods of the CP. The book has another and perhaps
greater value. Men will embrace communism
because they sincerely believe that the evils of in·
dustrial capitalism will not be abolished by the
capitalist societies; therefore, the system must be
changed. To fight communism effectively, the
capitalistic societies must prove that they are will·
ing to alleviate human suffering. The criteria by
which this willingness is to be judged is internal
improvement. Emphasis on militarism and not on
internal improvement may vindicate Marx's state·
ment that capitalism will destroy itself.

-S. L. Newman,
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FOR SALE
Arthur H. Tildesley

E

VER been to Hightown, New Jersey? Well,
if you're a lover of country color and small
towns, which somehow always seem to manage to
have a quiet disposition, dusty but clean, with
beautiful elm·lined streets, you'd probably enjoy a
detour to Hightown on your next visit to Washing·
ton, Florida, or points south. Hightown is a small
rural community with a few good patches of farm·
land, healthy American folks living there, three•man
police force, small YMCA, a combination grammar
and high school, and best of all it's about half an
hour's ride to the Atlantic Ocean, which, for every·
one in Hightown, spells picnic lunches and wonder·
ful surf bathing for young and old alike. Hightown
is just another New Jersey community, not close
enough to the ocean to become another Atlantic
City, sufficiently south of New York to escape the
slaughter-house contractors, and far enough inland
to catch all the effects and influences of the South·
crners traveling north and the Northerners traveling
south. As a matter of fact, the population of
Hightown is about half Yankee and half Rebel
descent. Just as the Civil War ended, New Jersey
was one of the major battlegrounds. And when it
ended, why all the people that were fighting on both
sides just dropped their muskets and cannon balls
and decided to settle there, raising children and
working the land as sort of a reward or recompense
for how they'd fought over it. And that's how
High town came about. It's a small friendly com•
munity with just enough jobs to keep everyone hap·
py and busy. It escaped the industrialists because
of a railroad building firm that went bankrupt, and
thank God for that. The young people are fresh·
faced as could be, and grow up gaining vitality in·
stead of losing it as most city dwellers do.
Sounds like a kinda peaceful place, doesn't it?
Think you might like to settle there some day?
Well, brother, every town has difficulties and High·
town with its steep, enclosing valley hills was not
protected when it came to a lot of things that have
gone wrong in a lot of small towns. The war came,
bringing death and hard times to lots of folks here.
Rationing of gasoline hurt the truck-farmers who ·
daily cart their vegetables to market. Things hap·
pened to people. How they don't know. Maybe
it was tension. Maybe it was the loss of so many
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fine young men. Blame it on a lot of things and
you'll still have the troubles. But Hightown was
able to pull itself together. Things got back to
normal after a while. A few new folks moved in.
Mostly younger people with new ideas, but for the
most part, the town was the same as before the
war, except for one thing. Seems every one was
still fired up about the war and were still defend·
ing their country even though the war was over.
Let me edge in here a minute and I'll tell you a story
about that ...
Seems that one day in early Spring of 1947 a
young couple drove into town in a 1939 Ford auto·
mobile in fairly good condition. I happened to be
sitting on the front steps of City Hall that lazy,
early May afternoon and saw them pull up to the
curb. The sun was shinging right in my eyes and
I shielded with my hands to see who it was. Well
sir, guess what. It was a young Negro lad and his
wife. Both were dressed in everyday clothes any·
one else would wear in that kind of weather. The
minute he got out of the car and the boys sitting
over on the porch of Jeb Harris' hardware store
saw him, well, you could have knocked them over
with a feather. Why a Negro hadn't been in
this town in years. They were mighty surprised
and you could have heard a pin drop if it hadn't
been for the kids playing hop-scotch on the one and
only patch of cement in Hightown. But, let me get
on with the story.
Well sir, these two walked right into the tax
collector's office. I happened to hear them ask
how to get to Haley Pond Road 'cause I was by
this time inside to get a drink of water out of the
cooler. Good ~ter in that cooler, you know!
Seems they wanted to find the old Parker house
which was up for sale out on the Pond Road. Boy,
ole Tom Wright, the tax collector, nearly dropped
his teeth on the floor his jaws was so wide apart!
Well, there wasn't much else he could do but
tell them, and in a minute they were off in that '39
Ford.
The boys over at Jeb's place were in Tom's of·
fi.ce seconds after the car disappeared from my door·
way view, all out of breath and demanding to know
what them two wanted.
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Well, Tom Wright is an awful scaredy-cat and
he was flustered and told them the Negroes wanted
to know how to get out to the old Parker house.
That touched the match to the powder. Man,
were those boys all fired up. They were going to
form committees and go over to see Bill Wright, he's
Tom's brother and local insurance agent, and they
were going to make sure that that house didn't get
sold to them two or it would be over their dead
bodies! And away they went!
Well, early that evening right after dinner, I
heard a commotion going on in the town meetin'
hall. It was a-cloudin' over and the wind had changed
to the south, which usually means rain, and so
I wandered over for a spell with all intentions of
hurrying right back. But, it was to tum out different, mighty different!
When I got to the hall there was ole Jeb Harris
a-shoutin' and a-hollerin' in his damn Southern accent, that we can't allow Negroes to settle in our
community and he was all in favor of going right
out there and sending them on their way in nouncertain terms. Just as he finished, a tremendous
loup burst of thunder seemed to bring everything
crashing down around our heads. Silence held the
floor for a few seconds and seemed to excite the
crowd even worse. Well, then Brad Smith got up
and said how he agreed with Jeb and since he didn't
want to work alongside them two and send his kids
to school to set alongside of theirs, well, he was
going out there, too. A few more of those damn
Rebels got up and shouted and raved about how their
fathers and mothers wouldn't allow this to happen
and they be· darned if they were either. So, they
got worked up into quite a frenzy and the thunder
and lightning got worse and the rain came down
harder than the devil and sounded like sledge hammers hitting the roof and windows. Just then the
door burst open and Mike Smith, Brad's son, who
had fought with the Air Force and had been stationed in England for a while in the last war, came
running in and jumped up on the platform next his
Dad and shouted out about how he was a-comin'
past the Parker house and seen the "for sale" sign
tom down. Well, you can imagine what that did.
They·all piled out of the meetin' hall, got into their
cars, and raced out in the direction of the Haley
Pond Road. I remembered that I had forgot to
put Bessy up for the night. So I ran right home,
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put her in the barn and rushed right out to the
Parker house as fast as my flivver would take me.
Well, son, to make a long story short, when I
got there, all the lights was a-blazin' in the house
and the front door was wide open. The mob was
about ready to tum off the lights, shut the door, and
go home. There was no '39 Ford in sight. The
boys looked sorry.
The last car was driving away and they called
to me that I'd better come on in because the roads
were beginning to flood and I'd get stuck. Well,
I just thought I'd snoop around a bit and make sure
that everything was locked up tight when I saw out
the comer of my eye a square piece of cardboard
on the ground, trampled, muddy and soaked with
rain, sticking out from under the lattice work that
bordered the front steps. I don't know why I
picked it up, but I did. And there it was! A
"for sale" sign,-battered, its corners tom away
from the nails which held it to the door. I looked
and saw the nails still imbedded in the door. I was
horrified. How could this have happened? What
was the use in telling that crazy mob what I'd
found? They wouldn't care today or tomorrow or
next week or ever. I just wanted to get out of
there in a hurry and I half ran and half walked to
my car.
Just then I thought I heard a low purring noise
down the road. Thinking it was someone coming
back to get me, chancing that I'd had some trouble
with my car, I turned to see one of the strangest and
most heart-warming sights I'd ever seen! An old
'39 Ford in fairly good condition!
I waited until the Ford stopped and I went over
to meet the Negro half-way, sort of a friendly
gesture, you might say.
Well, I got talking to the fellow and, you know,
he was a nice person, and smart as a whip, too.
He told me how he'd figured there was something
wrong when he saw all the cars comin' toward the
house, and he hightailed it right out of there. He
was just coming back for his tools which he had left
in the kitchen when he ran out so fast. He told me
that Mr. Parker had asked him to come to Hightown from a neighboring village to repair the sink
and ready the house for him when he arrived for a
vacation. No, Parker wasn't selling the house and
would be down on Friday to tell Bill Wright all
about it.
Then he got into his car and drove away.
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THE TOUCH
James T. de Kay

I

WAS standing at the counter in the PX waiting to buy a can of beer when I saw Sergeant
Stevens coming over to me. Fort Casey was a small
post and didn't have the facilities for an enlisted
men's club so we had to use the PX for our beer
drinking, but there was an NCO's club, and I
couldn't :figure why the sergeant was in our place.
It was an unwritten law that after 1700 no officer
or NCO ever came into the PX unless he had to,
and it didn't look like Sergeant Stevens was in any
rush to buy toothpaste or anything. He slid in beside me and leaned on the bar, at the same time signalling for a beer. It was typical of the army that
he got served right away, even though I'd been
there longer.
"Hi there, Jimmy," he said, only half turning towards me. He looked awfully tired and sad, but
then any man who's been in twenty years looks that
way.
"Hell-o, sergeant," I said.
"What's new, Jimmy?"
It seemed funny to hear him use my :first name
because you never have more than two people in
the barracks who know it, and they don't use it too
often.
"Oh, nothing much, sergeant. Been reading up
on my Twenty-two-dash-five all about to-the-rearmarch. Pretty interesting stuff there, sergeant."
· "You still worried about that thing this morning, hunh?"
"Oh no, sergeant, I ain't worried, but it just
seemed to me that I was right and you were wrong,
that's all."
"Look," he said, as though he was explaining
something awfully simple to a stubborn little child,
"now look, how long you been in?"
"Eight months," I said, "and you've been in twenty years. Sure, I know that, sergeant, but just how
long have you been in tanks?"
"Fifteen years," he said, with a note of pride.
"Okay; now when was the last time you did any
real drilling before you got to this post a month
ago?"
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"Okay, sure," he said, "I guess I didn't do any in
Japan. Maybe four-five years since I did any, but
Jimmy, you got to listen: once you done a lot of
drill you don't never forget it. I ain't never forgotten any drill, I used to do so much."
"Look," I said, pressing my index :finger on the
counter as if to clarify my point, "you haven't done
any drill for four-five years, and I got out of Basic
Training just two months ago where I did two
hours of dismounted drill every day. Now even if
I was the dumbest eightball in the world, I couldn't
forget that easy."
"That's right," he said, "that's the way the army
does it. They get you so full of it you can't never
forget."
I overlooked his irrelevancy.
"Look, Stevens, all I mean is that I just looked it
up an hour ago just to make sure, and it said you
give the command for to-the-rear-march on the right
foot. That's all. You give it on the left foot, and
like I said this morning, that's wrong."
"Jimmy," he said condescendingly, "even at Fort
Dix you must have learned the army does everything on the left foot. It's got to be the left foot."
"Except for right flank, right oblique, right turn
"Oh, sure, sure. But that's only on those things.
When it doesn't mean go to the right you call it on
the left foot. Always."
"Except in to-the-rear-march."
The sergeant looked pained, and even older than
before. He was about forty, but just then be
could have passed for sixty.
"Look," he said, "I didn't want to get into an argument when I came over, Jimmy. We'll go look
it up some time."
"I could go over and get the manual right now,"
I volunteered. I never liked sergeants, not even
nice ones like Stevens, and I didn't want to miss the
chance of screwing up one of them.
"No, no, never mind, we'll do it some other time."
I shrugged my shoulders and pulled out a package
of cigarettes and took one.
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''You got tailor mades?" he asked, a little surprised, gazing at my factory made smokes. I looked
, up and saw the little circle of Bull Durham sticking
out of his pocket, and suddenly I knew why he had
come into the PX, why he was talking to me and
calling me by my first name. He wanted a loan,
sure as hell.
"I bet you're the only man in Charlie Company
that's got tailor mades this time of month," he said.
"I always buy a few cartons on payday," I
hedged.
"I guess you could afford it last payday. How
much did you get, anyway? About two-fifty,
wasn't it?"
"Hundred and eighty-four. I could use it. They
fouled up my pay for three months, and I hadn't
got a cent; had to borrow from back home. I sent
most of last month's pay home, as soon as I got it."
It was a lie, and I got the idea that he knew it.
"Still had enough left over to lend the Polack
twenty, though." The game was coming out in the
open.
"True," I said, signaling for another beer.
"And you and Parker went into Seattle for the
weekend. That must have cost dough."
"Well, we didn't spend much, but it just about
broke me, that's for sure." I pulled all my change
, out and put it on the counter to pay for my beer
when it came. Idly I picked around with the coins,
arranging them in different designs, not daring to
look at him.
"Damn weather's getting cold up here, you know
it?" he said.
I jumped at the chance to change the direction of
the conversation. "Oh well," I said, "it never gets
too cold on Puget Sound. At least that's what they
say."
"Cold enough, though. I been stationed around
here before, down at Fort Lewis."
"Oh yeah? I never knew that, sergeant."
Suddenly a great shock went through me. For
the first time I realized that the coins I was pushing around on the counter wouldn't pay for the
beer. One nickel and three pennies! Right in my
back pocket sat a wallet with over eighty dollars in
it, and when I paid for the beer I was going to have
to take out the wallet, and Stevens would get a
chance to see what was in it. There was no way
out,
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"Yes," he was saying, "I met my wife down there,
and as a matter-of-fact she's down in Tacoma right
now. I been going down to see her every weekend,
but damn if I ain't broke right now. Sure like to
se~ her come Saturday."
Somehow in his canny little mind the sergeant
had figured my position. As I think back on it
now, it was probably before I was aware of it myself, back when he saw me pull out that change, and
there wasn't enough to pay for a beer. All along
he knew I had money, and all along he waited for
me to admit it. I stole a quick glance at him and
noticed he wasn't looking as old as he had before.
There was a hint of triumph in his face which you
wouldn't have believed was possible in a beggar. I
saw his expression and knew I didn't have a snowball's chance in hell of coming out unscathed. I
switched to a defense which would save me from
utter defeat.
"Well now," I said, "if all you want is to get
down to Tacoma, I might be able to help you out a
little. Let's see; how'd five get you on?"
The strategy of beggary is always risky, and I
thought I might get him to accept something and
sacrifice the chance for more, rather than bluffing me
to the point where I could afford to be rude. Sergeant Stevens gave me a little hurt frown .
"Hell, Jimmy, that'd just about get me there, but
I couldn't get back."
"Ten?" I tried to sound as though he was pushing me as far as I could possibly afford, and it
worked.
"Damn! You think you could loan me ten 'til
payday, Jimmy? Much obliged."
I hadn't done too well, but it was better than it
might have been, so I let it lie where it was. My
beer came over the bar immediately afterwards, and
I made a point of paying for it with a twenty-dollar
bill, and letting Stevens get an eyeful of the other
two I owned, along with assorted greenstuff of smaller denominations. His eyes lit up with envy when
he saw my full worth, but he knew better than to
ask for more. The only satisfaction I gained from
the whole experience lay in the fact that I could
have been duped for more than was the actual case,
and that satisfaction has been a small one, because
somewhere in the army today is Sergeant Stevens,
and he still owes me ten.
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THE BATTLE OF THE BULGE
BECOMES A REVOLUTION
John Samoylenko

I

HAVE reached a profound conclusion: the
American people are not happy unless they are
in the throes of a new fad. Whether one interprets
this phenomenon as an ominous indication of the
popular but dangerous tendency to conform, in
much the same way as children of twelve or fourteen
must look and act as nearly alike as possible (and
indeed, the mentality of the average American citizen is reputed to be that of a twelve-year-old), or
merely a sort of valve to release the tensions of everyday living, the fact remains that some of the most
memorable intervals in the annals of American history have been the Epoch of the Charleston, the
Reign of the Sunbathers, the Panic of the Pyramid
Club, and the Era of Canasta (now on the wane).
But a dark cloud hovers upon the horizon, for I
perceive the advent of a new craze, more devastating
than all the previous ones combined- the Dynasty
of the Diet.
The appeal of this new cult owes its potency to
the fact that nearly anyone can join it. One may
be too old to dance, too fair to sunbathe, too poor
to pyramid, or too dense to play cards; but everyone
has a few pounds to sacrifice to the new cause.
From all quarters come manifestations of the approaching menace : newly published morocco-bound
volumes written by suddenly affluent dieticians,
the inception of Fatties Unanimous, and the incorporation into the vernacular of such terms as calorie
and carbohydrates. Milady must shrink to an emaciated skeleton to be able to wear with aplomb the
latest fashions · displayed by the current batch of

bony models, and milord must shrivel into one of
those fleshless beanpoles, which so often tum out to
be basketball players, if he still wants to be one of
the boys.
Remember the good old-fashioned breakfasts-oatmeal, bacon and eggs, hotcakes and marmalade,
and coffee? A memory is all that many of us now
have left. For since the daily reducing column in
the paper specifies three teaspoons of yogurt and
one boiled prune, any deviation would be an unforgivable breach in the reducer's code of ethics.
I used to think a wheat germ was some sort of
weevil. Now, after having consumed a liberal portion of "germs" for breakfast nearly every morning during the past year, I am much wiser, if not
happier.
Along with the dietician, the gym-owner and the
masseur have not failed to get a finger in the pie,
although it must be said that exercise and rub-downs
are less popular than dieting. Even the song-writers
have not passed up the chance to capitalize on the
bonanza. The name of a song which recently
climbed to the top of the Hit Parade was Blac~strap
Molasses and Norwegian Bread!
No one can predict the duration of this new burden upon sane individuals. The fad may last only
a few months, or until the entire population becomes
walking cadavers. At any rate, gone are the bay
window, the groaning board, and the Sunday afternoon snooze. The faddist must have his pound of
flesh, and chances are he'll take a good many more.

"MATURITY MISTAKEN"
This passing youth breeds fear of future joys
And feeds the mind with monuments not planned ;
It builds a dream so easily; then destroys
That boundless source from which creation fanned .
It tends to hate and grudge what once was life;
Forgets that little thoughts enlarge the soul,
And struggles vainly for ideals with evil strife,
Instead of making God its only goal.

"Why folly" many say; Ah, yes: But see!
They do not place themselves in others' clothes;
In dress which doth mistake maturity
For dreams which once as Innocence they held.
In children Satan's pride cannot be swelled,
Nor harbored there in complex reasoningsVain minds toward blindness are propelled,
While humbler souls see Truth and wiser things.

-M.F.S.
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AMERICAN LITERARY CRITI·
CISM 1900·1950, Charles I. Glides·
berg. New York: Hendricks House,
Inc., 19 51. 57 4 pages.

M

R. GLICKSBERG'S anthology is
the newest collection of major
critical essays to appear in American
letters. Of two editorial alternatives
-the compiler who is a critic in his
own right with an established bias for
departure, and the compiler who main·
tains a scholarly objective that is more
concerned with criticiz;ing the critics
than the engendering literature-Mr.
Glicksberg falls more neatly perhaps
into the latter class than any of his
more creative predecessors. He is a
good historian. This is, I believe, a
current inevitability in all the arts;
we are becoming more and more de·
tached from the central conception.
(The reader who might criticiz;e this
review would suffer probably the great•
est degree of detachment imaginable.)
However, American Literary Criticism
by no means sets a precedent in this
matter.
The value of any collection is de·
pendent on the absence of its elements
in previous collections. Glicksberg's
selection of twenty·seven essays by
what many critics does have this value,
for a major number of the works have
not been anthologiz;ed in prominent
earlier compilations. Considering the
editor's admitted purpose of showing
simply the most general picture of va•
rious trends of critical approach and
method in the American half·century
directly behind us, rather than delineat•
ing any actual ideas for the renova•
tion of values, the definition of criteria,
or the appraisal of original talent, we
must acknowledge him a significant
selection.
In this light it is unusual that his
introductory essay should be a history
of particulars instead of a broad out•
line. Glicksberg illuminates the genres
with clear enough classification and
perspective but in a surprisingly se•
lective way. His effect of thorough·
ness in spite of that may or may not
be considered praiseworthy.
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Among the very familiar critics rep·
resented are Van Wyck Brooks, Eliot,
Huneker, Mencken, Krutch, Blackmur,
Ransom, Wilson, Winters, and Cleanth
Brooks. If one is looking for fa·
miliar names he is apt to note the
absence of such pioneers as William
Dean Howells, Henry James, John Jay
Chapman, George Santayana, or Ran•
dolph Bourne, for instance. F. 0.
Matthiessen and Robert Penn Warren
might also be missed. But more per•
tinent is the inclusion of pieces like
Waldo Frank's intuitive "Values of the
Revolutionary Writer," James T . Far•
rell's "The Categories of Bourgeois and
Proletarian," and V . F. Calverton's
rather
undisciplined
"Sociological
Criticism of Literature." Of these three
sociological critics, Calverton wrote in
the middle twenties, Frank and Farrell
in the middle thirties. Their compari•
son is a useful insight into the evolu·
tion of the "Marxist effect" upon
American writing.
One of the editor's attempts is to
show the diversity of attitude within
our native critical tradition, but in·
stead he has, I think, proven that
our development is more toward cos•
mopolitan than provincial viewpoints.
In any case, the aura of intellectual
self-sufficiency runs strong as one reads
modern criticism. The conscious re•
moval of sympathy often combines
with sincere cleverness to produce
something of the fascination (and
something of the uselessness) of our
amaz;ingly precocious science fiction .

-0. Plumb.
A REVIEW OF "THE LANGUAGE
OF SHAKESPEARE'S PLAYS" by
B. !for Evans: 190 pp. Indiana Uni·
versity Press,
Bloomington. $3 .
Release April 18.

I

T has been nearly twenty years since
the appearance of Professor Spurgeon's Shal{espeare's Imagery, and
What it Tells Us. Critical references
to this book have tended to be some•
what supercilious; partly perhaps be·
cause the author was a woman; partly

because what she had to say was new
and she pushed it to extremes; but
mostly because her method involved
the application of statistics to literary
appreoatton. The study of literature
had held out its hand to science some
decades
before: literary
historians
learned historical methodology; linguis·
ticians used phonological laboratories,
and constructed semantic atlases; metri•
cians drew up metronomic graphs.
The result had been that the serious
study of literature as taught in the uni·
versity graduate schools might as well
have been taught in institutes of tech·
nology, and the art of literature was
almost suffocated in the constricting
coils of the science of literature.
True, all this was on the periphery,
so to speak; the science was supposed
to exist for the sake of the better ap•
preciation of literature itself. But here
came Professor Caroline Spurgeon
with a statistical study of Shakespeare's
images, purporting to furnish a kind of
pulsimeter, whereby we might arrive
at a diagnosis of the heart of his
mystery. No wonder the professors
of literature who were still unscien·
tiz;ed viewed her new discovery with
apprehension, and damned it with faint
praise. But they all read it, and used
it, and some began to imitate it. Now
we can see that Shakespeare was not
harmed; Professor Spurgeon's statis·
tical tables were not the important part
of her work.
What was important was that she
examined the means whereby Shakes•
peare gained his effects, rather than
simply exclaiming in appreciation of
the effects themselves. In this she
was in accord with the "New Criti•
cism" and its healthy attention given
to the text itself, rather than to its
sources or influences, or to the ide·
ological, sociological, or theological
message carried by the text.
The latest explorer of the country
in which Professor Spurgeon pioneered
is B. !for Evans, Provost of University
College, London. "The Language of
Shakespeare's Plays" (Indiana Univer·
sity Press, Bloomington; 190 pp. $3)
is a sober, and enlightening though
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uninspired exammatwn of his subject.
"As a dramatist (Shakespeare) was
always in a sort of splendid peril, for
language so delighted him that he loved
words for their own sake and it was as
if they knew his weakness and were
ever ready to overpower him."
"Loves Labor Lost," near the beginning of his career, "is concerned
almost wholly with words," while "The
Comedy of Errors" is concerned as
wholly with actions. The early histories showed him struggling to cover
bare and often unaccommodating facts
· with poetry, an accomplishment he had
mastered when he came to writing
"Henry IV." In the happiest of
Shakespeare's plays, the great middle
comedies, he showed little development
of language, though there was plenty
of rather careless achievement.
In spite of the enormous mass of
commentary on "Hamlet," Dr. Evans
avers that its language has never had
the attention it deserves, since here
alone among the tragedies Shakespeare
showed "a self-conscious interest in
words, and in the problems of language.
Perhaps this was the only
quality shared by both Hamlet and
Polonius.
In the dark comedies and "Othello,"
very few beautiful associations are allowed to enter the language, but nowhere better than in "Othello" has
Shakespeare differentiated the characters, or their moods, by the language
they use. Macbeth is the most poetical of all Shakespeare's characters; he
uses "a great concentration of law
guage; what had previously been an
extended simile is now a metaphor,
and what has been a phrase finds its
concentration into a single word."
Nowhere is Shakespeare's use of
language more complex than in "King
Lear," where it ranges from "sulphurous and thought-executing fires, Vauntcouriers to oak-cleaving thunderbolts,"
to the utter simplicity of "Pray, do not
mock me; I am a very foolish fond old
man.
Finally in
the
romances,
Shakespeare's latest plays, the language relapses into "a quietness, a thinness, an absence of overtones or subtle
associations."
It should be evident, even from this
fragmentary survey, that Dr. Evans
has given us a thoughtful and suggestive expansion of Emerson's statement: "Shakespeare's principal merit
may be conveyed in saying that he of
all men best understands the English
language, and can say what he will."
-M. A. Allen.
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LONDON LADIES: True Tales of
the 18th Century. By Lucy Poate
Stebbin~.
189 pp. Columbia University Press. $3.00.

T

HESE short true tales of Mrs.
Stebbins' are so charmingly light
that them seem to belie the enormous
amount of academic work behind them.
The author bas chosen six ladies of the
eighteenth century who in one way or
another were envolved in great historical events or who met overwhelming misfortunes. Although the ladies
themselves might not be familiar to
the average reader, their connections
are.
Martha Ray, an innocent milliner's
apprentice, becomes the mistress and
companion of old Lord Sandwich, · who
incidentally is the originator of ·the
lunch that bears his name. The old
peer and his dove live together and
become absolutely dependent upon each
other and the couple are accepted by
society. Finally tragedy strikes the
happy domestic couple when a passionate clergyman intent on saving
the young girl decides that the easiest
way to conversion is by a bullet.
Then there was Elizabeth Simpson
lnchbald, the chaste young widow who
teased and flirted with her flock of ardent lovers. Amelia Alderson Opie
had a "father complex" and she took
up professional writing to appease her
husband . Princess Lieven, a Russian
nobewoman, married a diplomat, gave
birth to five princes and became the
mistress of two statesmen. Jane Carlyle was the victim of a gentile frustra•
tion when she could not accomplish all
the things she set out to do. Finally
we have the tragic story of the daughters of the great tragedienne Sarah
Sidden, Sally and Marcia who both
loved one man who in turn would
switch his affection back and forth.
· My brief accounts seem dead when
compared to the tantalizing lightness of
Mrs. Stebbins who through her exten•
sive knowledge of her ladies can write
with the casual familiarity of a personal
acquaintance.
-R. E. 'T. Hunter.

LLOYD'S, by C. E. Golding and D.
King-Page. pp . . 214. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. $4.50.

B

OTH Mr. Golding and Mr. D.
King-Page are well known British
authorities on insurance and they are

admirably fitted to explain in very
sim pie terms the intricacies of the busi•
ness done at Lloyd's, London. Mr.
Golding has had his own brokerage
house for over fifty years and Mr.
King-Page has been at Lloyd's for fifty
years.
Lloyd's bas become so familiar that
it is almost synonymous with Marine
Insurance the world over. Yet it is
doubtful if many people know its history and its functions. It all began
when. merchant marine men used to
gather at Edward Lloyd's Coffee House
in Great Tower Street, London. Mr.
Lloyd gathered so much information
that underwriters would come to him
for advice. Finally in 1734 his knowledge became so extensive that be published Lloyd's List which became
instantly the authoritative guide on
vessels for marine insurance men. In
1774 the group of insurance men who
did their business at Lloyd's Coffee
House moved into larger quarters at
the Royal Exchange but they took the
name Lloyd's along with them. As.
the association grew lar~er they became
incorporated as a society of marine insurance underwriters. It is interesting
to note that one does business not with
Lloyd's but at Lloyd's for .it just a
place. Another thing, the apostrophe
must always be used because the name
is derived from Lloyd's Coffee House.
At the present moment there are
2,700 underwriting members at Lloyd's
and many of them have formed them•
selves into syndicates so that only
one of their members need be present
to transact business. It is unusual for
a single underwriter to take a complete
risk, it would most likely be di~ided up
between many syndicates so that the
law of averages would protect the underwriters from too large a loss. The
Broker at Lloyd's acts as the intermediary between the public and the un•
derwriter, but he definitely is not an
agent for the underwriter but for their
purposes.
In the early part of the twentieth
century Lloyd's expanded in the insurance field so as to cover not only
marine insurance but anything that is
insurable from Betty Grable's legs to
Durante's nose.
Golding and King-Page have presented a really comprehensive account
of the history and activities of this
great House of Insurance and it makes
fascinating reading.

- R. E. 'T. Hunter.
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"I don't get
some of
the chatter! r

H e's a chatterbox himself- outclassed by no one! But the
fancy double-talk of cigarette tests was too fast for him! He knew
-before the garbled gobbledygook started - a true test of
cigarette mildness is steady smoking. Millions of smokers agreethere's a thorough test of cigarette mildness:

It's the sensible test ..• the 30-day Camel Mildness Test, which
simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke - on a
day-after-day, pack-after-pack basis. No snap judgments. Once
you've tried Camels in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste),
you'll see why ...

After all the Mildness Tests •••

J

